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This document has been created using information from the Council’s database of responses to the Draft Local Plan Consultation
2016. Some elements of the full response such as formatting and images may not appear accurately. Should you wish to review
the original response, please contact the Planning Policy team: ldfconsult@eppingforestdc.gov.uk

Survey Response:
1. Do you agree with the overall vision that the Draft Plan sets out for Epping Forest District?
Strongly disagree
Please explain your choice in Question 1:
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!

2. Do you agree with the overall vision that the Draft Plan sets out for Epping Forest District?
Strongly disagree
Please explain your choice in Question 2:
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
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cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!

3. Do you agree with the proposals for development around Harlow?
Strongly disagree
Please explain your choice in Question 3:
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!
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4. Do you agree with the proposed shopping area in…
Epping?
No opinion
Buckhurst Hill?
No opinion
Loughton Broadway?
No opinion
Chipping Ongar?
No opinion
Loughton High Road?
No opinion
Waltham Abbey?
No
Please explain your choice in Question 4:
i have not seen the proposals set out for this, but shopping in this area does need to be improved upon but
you also need to consider appropriate parking and traffic measures!

5. Do you agree with the proposals for new employment development?
Strongly disagree
Please explain your choice in Question 5:
no more companies, there are too many industrail sites which have caused the major problems that i have
already highlighted, enough is enough.

6. Do you agree with the proposed sites in your area?
Epping (Draft Policy P 1):
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Epping:
Loughton (Draft Policy P 2)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Loughton:
Waltham Abbey (Draft Policy P 3)
No
Please provide reasons for your view on Waltham Abbey:
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
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natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!
Chipping Ongar (Draft Policy P 4)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Chipping Ongar:
Buckhurst Hill (Draft Policy P 5)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Buckhurst Hill:
North Weald Bassett (Draft Policy P 6)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on North Weald Bassett:
Chigwell (Draft Policy P 7)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on North Weald Bassett:
Theydon Bois (Draft Policy P 8)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Theydon Bois:
Roydon (Draft Policy P 9)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Roydon:
Nazeing (Draft Policy P 10)
No
Please provide reasons for your view on Nazeing:
ABSOLUTELY 100% NO ENOUGH IS ENOUGH I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently
live here and contribute to the council tax and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we
chose to live here because of the beautiful natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are
country roads, which are very narrow and cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at
present. In addition the traffic currently is at breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards
of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by
law should not be built upon, you have enough brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the
primeministers house!! I have severe health issues and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I
used to be able to see her as and when I needed. Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the
problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated, pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built
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where one house used to be is causing such issues, that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy.
Why do we always have to fight for what we have paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so
that we dont have to keep building more and more homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!
Thornwood (Draft Policy P 11)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Thornwood:
Coopersale, Fyfield, High Ongar, Lower Sheering, Moreton, Sewardstonbury, Sheering, Stapleford Abbots (Draft
Policy P 12)
No opinion
Please provide reasons for your view on Coopersale, Fyfield, High Ongar, Lower Sheering, Moreton,
Sewardstonbury, Sheering, Stapleford Abbots:

7. Do you agree with the approach to infrastructure provision being proposed in the plan?
Strongly disagree
Please explain your choice in Question 7:
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!

8. An Interim Sustainability Appraisal has been commissioned to support the Draft Local Plan. We would welcome any
comments you may have on this.
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
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paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!

9. Do you wish to comment on any other policies in the Draft Local Plan?
I don't think anyone actually cares about the people who currently live here and contribute to the council tax
and local taxes etc. we pay very heavily to live where we do, we chose to live here because of the beautiful
natural surroundings. In case you hadnt noticed the roads are country roads, which are very narrow and
cannot deal with the amount of current traffic and lorry loads at present. In addition the traffic currently is at
breaking point, in that a 5/10 minute journey can take upwards of an hour, due to unlawful heavy lorries and
cars cutting through our roads. In addition, greenbelt land by law should not be built upon, you have enough
brown belt land to do so, why dont you build next to the primeministers house!! I have severe health issues
and I cannot see my doctor now for weeks on end, where I used to be able to see her as and when I needed.
Hospitals are inunadated with a&e closures making the problem uncontrollable. Schools are inundated,
pollution from addtional cars from the 6 houses being built where one house used to be is causing such issues,
that life has become stressful and people are so unhappy. Why do we always have to fight for what we have
paid heavily for, why isnt immigration being controlled so that we dont have to keep building more and more
homes to accomodate? This is unfair and unacceptable!!
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